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Jacobi Forms of Several Variables and the Maah Space
Aloys Krieg*
Lehrstuhl A fu r Mathematik, RWTH Aachen, D-52056 Aachen, Germany
In this paper we describe the space of Jacobi forms on H_Cn. This type of
Jacobi forms appears in the FourierJacobi expansions of all kinds of modular
forms of several variables. We can characterize the space of Jacobi forms of weight
k by vector valued elliptic modular forms of weight k&n2. Then we use the Jordan
theoretic language in order to describe modular forms on the orthogonal group
O(2, n+2), whose FourierJacobi expansions also yield Jacobi forms of our type.
Finally we determine a Maa? space as the isomorphic image of a particular space
of Jacobi forms. Especially our procedure guarantees the existence of certain non-
trivial singular modular forms.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
The classical theory of Jacobi forms on H_C was described by Eichler
and Zagier [EZ]. Ziegler [Z] developed a more general approach of
Jacobi forms of higher degree. Two maximal versions of this concept were
more extensively studied by Yamazaki [Y] and Klingen [Kl1], [Kl2] and
on the other hand by Gritsenko [G] and Arakawa [A]. All these Jacobi
forms arise from the FourierJacobi expansions of Siegel modular forms
(cf. [B2], [PS]).
In this paper we extend Gritsenko's approach [G] and consider Jacobi
forms on H_Cn. This generalizes earlier work on n=8 in [E], [EK] as
well as [Kr2]. At first we show that our Jacobi forms naturally arise in the
FourierJacobi expansions of all kinds of automorphic forms in several
variables. Following Shimura [Sh2] we can characterize the space of
Jacobi forms of weight k by vector valued elliptic modular forms of weight
k&n2.
Then we consider modular forms on the orthogonal group O(2, n+2),
which are described in Jordan theoretic terms, since they are defined on the
half-spaces attached to the simple formally real Jordan algebras of rank 2.
We derive the Koecher effect and show that the FourierJacobi expansion
involves Jacobi forms of our type studied above.
Finally we introduce a Maa? space, which turns out to be the
isomorphic image of a certain space of Jacobi forms just as in the classical
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case (cf. [EZ]). In particular our procedure guarantees the existence of
non-trivial singular modular forms, where the construction contrary to
[R1] is not based on theta series.
2. Notations
Throughout the whole paper we assume that
V{[0] is a real vector space of dimension n<
equipped with a positive definite symmetric bilinear form
_ and an even lattice 4 in V, i.e. _(*, *) # 2Z for all * # 4. (A)
Let 4& :=[+ # V : _(*, +) # Z for all * # 4] be the dual lattice of 4 with
respect to _ and let q denote the level of (4, _), i.e.
q=min[l # N : l_(*, *) # 2Z for all * # 4&].
Note that q#0(mod 4), if n#1(mod 2). Let H denote the upper half-plane
in C and VC=VC the complexification of V. We extend _ to VC by
C-linearity.
Given .: H  C, r # R and M=( :#
;
$) # 1 :=SL(2, Z) set
. | r M: H  C, { [ (#{+$)&r .(M{), M{ :=
:{+;
#{+$
. (1)
Note that we define
wr :=e (log |w|+iArg(w)) r, &?<Arg(w)?, for 0{w # C.
Definition. Given k # Z a holomorphic function f : H_VC  C is
called a Jacobi form of weight k with respect to (4, _) if the following hold:
(J.1)
f ({, z)= f |k [M]({, z) :=(#{+$)&k e&?i#_(z, z)(#{+$)f \M{, 1#{+$ z+
for all M=\:#
;
$+ # 1=SL2(Z).
(J.2)
f ({, z)= f | [*, *$] :=e?i{_(*, *)+2?i_(*, z)f ({, z+{*+*$) for all *, *$ # 4.
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(J.3) f possesses a Fourier expansion of the form
f ({, z)= :
2l_(*, *)
l # N0 , * # 4&
:f (l, *)e2?il{+2?i_(*, z).
We denote by Jk (4, _) the space of Jacobi forms of weight k with respect
to (4, _). Note that our definition slightly differs from Gritsenko's [G].
Examples. (i) Let f (Z) be a Siegel modular form of degree n+1 and
weight k with the FourierJacobi expansion
f (Z)= :
T0
fT ({, z) e2?i trace(WT), Z=\{z
zt
W+ , { # H, z # Cn
(cf. [F], [Z]). If T is positive definite, then V=Rn, 4=Zn
fT # Jk (Zn, _T), _T (a, b)=2atTb, a, b # Rn.
(ii) Let f (Z) be a Hermitian modular form of degree n+1 and
weight k with respect to the imaginary quadratic number field K (cf. [Br]).
Consider the FourierJacobi expansion
f (Z)= :
T0
fT ({, u+iv)e2?i trace(WT),
Z=\ {u+iv
u t+iv t
W + , { # H, u, v # Cn.
If T is positive definite, then V=Cn, 4=o(K)n and
fT # Jk (4, _T), _T (a, b)=a tTb+b tTa.
(iii) For quaternion modular forms (cf. [Kr1]) we obtain Jacobi
forms with V=Hn in the same way as in (ii).
(iv) Let f be an automorphic form of weight l on the exceptional
domain H3(CC) in the sense of Baily [B1], 7.1(1). Here CK stands for the
Cayley numbers over K. Then f possesses a FourierJacobi expansion of
the form
f (Z)=:
T
fT ({, u+iv)e2?i(W, T),
Z=\ {u+iv
u t+iv t
W + , { # H, u, v # C2R ,
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where T runs through all Hermitian positive semi-definite 2_2 matrices
over the integral Cayley numbers o (cf. [B1], 1.1 and 7.1). If T is positive
definite, we set V=C2R , 4=o
2, _T (a, b) :=(T, ab t+ba t) and obtain
fT # J18l (4, _T).
(v) Given an even unimodular positive definite 2k_2k matrix R
and an integral 2k_n matrix G of rank n, the theta series
3R, G ({, z) := :
* # Z2k
e?i{*tR*+2?i*tRGz
belongs to Jk (Zn, _), where _(a, b) :=atGtRGb (cf. [Z]).
Remark 1. In the general case choose an isomorphism of 4 with Zn and
hence of VC with C
n. Then the bilinear form _ is given by
(a, b) [ _S (a, b) :=atSb, a, b # Cn,
where S is positive definite and even. Given f # Jk (4, _) we choose the
same block decomposition as in Example (i) and attach the function
f*(Z) := f ({, z)e?i trace(SW)
on the Siegel half-space of degree n+1. Following Klingen ([Kl1], [Kl2])
the conditions (J.1) and (J.2) are equivalent to
f*((AZ+B)(CZ+D)&1)=det(CZ+D)k f*(Z)
for all ( AC
B
D)=(
V
0
V
I) # Spn+1(Z), where I=I
(n) is the n_n identity matrix.
3. Theta Series
Given f # Jk (4, _) we use (J.3) and (J.2) in order to obtain a representa-
tion of the form
f ({, z)= :
+ : 4&4
f+ ({) } +({, z),
where
f+ ({)= :
m0, m#&(q2) _(+, +)(mod q)
:f \mq +
1
2
_(+, +), ++ e2?im{q,
+ ({, z)= :
* # ++4
e?i{_(*, *)+2?i_(*, z).
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Let 1[q]=[M # 1 : M#I(mod q)] stand for the principal congruence
subgroup of level q. Let Mk (1[q]) denote the space of elliptic modular
forms of weight k for 1[q]. Confer [M] and [Sh1] for details on modular
forms of half-integral weight.
Let Un denote the unitary group in GLn (C). We choose representatives
+1 , ..., +d , d :=[4& : 4], of 4&4 and define
3 :=(+1 , ..., +d)
t, F :=( f+1 , ..., f+d)
t.
We apply the operations in (J.1) resp. (1) to each component of 3 resp. F.
According to Shimura's result [Sh2] (confer also [Z], Theorem 3.3, or
more precisely [A], Proposition 5.1) there exists a mapping /: 1  Ud such
that we obtain
Theorem 1 ([Sh2]). Assume that (A) holds. Let k # Z and d :=
[4& : 4]. Then the mapping
[F # Mk&n2(1[q])
d : F | k&n2 M=/(M) } F for all M # 1]  Jk (4, _),
F [ F t } 3,
is an isomorphism of the vector spaces.
As an immediate consequence we obtain
Corollary 1. dim Jk (4, _)[4& : 4] } dim Mk&n2(1[q])<,
Jk (4, _)=[0], whenever k<
n
2
.
The precise dimension of Jk (4, _) was computed by Arakawa [A] using
the Selberg trace formula.
f # Jk (4, _) is called a singular Jacobi form, if :f (l, *)=0 in (J.3), when-
ever 2l>_(*, *). Now we conclude from the description of the f+ ({) that f
is a singular Jacobi form if and only if all the f+ , + # 4&, are constant.
Corollary 2. If Jk (4, _) contains a singular Jacobi form f {0, then n
is even, k=n2 and f is a linear combination of the theta series
+ , + : 4&4, _(+, +) # 2Z.
On the other hand Jn2(4, _) consists of singular Jacobi forms only.
Now we consider a particularly simple case.
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Corollary 3 ([G], [Kr2]). If 4 is moreover unimodular, i.e., 2&=4,
then n#0 (mod 8) and the mapping
Mk&n2(1)  Jk (4, _), F [ F } 0 ,
is an isomorphism of the vector spaces.
4. Modular Forms on the Orthogonal Group
Let S be a positive definite even n_n matrix and consider
0 0 1
S0 :=\0 &S 0+1 0 0
of signature (1, n+1) as well as the attached bilinear form
+(a, b) := 12a
tS0 b, a, b # Rn+2.
According to [BK], XI, Sect. 5, Rn+2 endowed with the product
a } b :=+(a, e)b++(b, e)a&+(a, b)e, e :=e1+en+2=(1, 0, ..., 0, 1)t,
turns out to be a simple formally real Jordan algebra of rank 2 with unit
element e and domain of positivity
PS=[v # Rn+2 : +(v, e)>0, +(v, v)>0].
The attached half-space is
HS :=[w=u+iv # Cn+2 : v # PS]
with the main involution
0 0 &1
w [ &w&1 :=
1
+(w, w)
Vw, V=\ 0 I 0+ # Mat(n+2; Z).&1 0 0
HS is a Hermitian symmetric space of type (IV) in Cartan's classification
(cf. [Si]) and is a Siegel domain of genus 1 (cf. [PS]). It corresponds to
the group O(2, n+2) (cf. [Sa]). Let
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0 0 1
S1 :=\0 S0 0+ ,1 0 0
: at ;
M=\b A c+ # Mat(n+4; R), A # Mat(n+2; R).# d t $
Then the orthogonal group
O(S1 ; R) :=[M # Mat(n+4; R) : M tS1 M=S1]
acts on HS _ (&HS) via
w [ M(w) :=(&+(w, w)b+Aw+c)(M[w])&1, (2)
where
M[w]=&#+(w, w)+d tw+$
(cf. [G], [Sa]). All biholomorphic automorphisms of HS _ (&HS) have
this form (cf. ([Hi], Satz 11). Either the transformation (2) induces an
automorphism of each component or (2) permutes the two components HS
and &HS=HS .
Definition. Given k # Z a holomorphic function .: HS  C is called a
modular form of weight k on HS if it satisfies
.(w+g)=.(w) for all g # Zn+2 and .(&w&1)=+(w, w)k .(w). (M)
These functions were called admissible in [R1]. Let 1S denote the sub-
group of O(S1 ; Z) generated by the matrices
1 &gtS0 &+(g, g)
Mg :=\0 I g + , g # Zn+2,0 0 1
0 0 &1 0 0 &1
J :=\ 0 V 0+ , V :=\ 0 I 0+ , (3)&1 0 0 &1 0 0
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where I=I (n). Note that the corresponding transformations in (2) are
automorphisms of HS . Then (M) is equivalent to
.(M(w) )=(M[w])k .(w) for all M # 1S . (M$)
Proposition. The following matrices belong to 1S:
= 0 0
\0 W 0+ ,0 0 =
W=(I&=ggtS0)V, if g # Zn+2 such that ==+( g, g)= \1, (4)
1 0 0 1 *tS 12*
tS* 1 0 0
\0 U 0+ , U=\0 I * + , \ * I 0+ , * # Zn, (5)
0 0 1 0 0 1 12*
tS* *tS 1
D* 0 0
\ 0 I 0+ , D=\:# ;$+ # 1, D*=\ :&# &;$ + . (6)0 0 D
Proof.
= 0 0
Mg JMh JMg J=\0 W 0+ , W=(I&=ggtS0)V0 0 =
holds for g # Zn+2 with ==+(g, g)=\1 and h=&=Vg. If D=( 10
1
1) then
the matrix (6) equals Mg for g=en+2. If D=( 0&1
1
0) then (6) equals
Mg JMg JMg , g=en+2.
Since these two matrices D generate 1, all the matrices in (6) belong to 1S .
Moreover we obtain
D* 0 0 D 0 0 1 0 0
\ 0 I 0+ Mg \ 0 I 0 +=\0 U 0+ ,0 0 D 0 0 D* 0 0 1
1 *tS 12*
tS*
U=\0 I * + ,0 0 1
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D 0 0 D* 0 0 1 0 0
\ 0 I 0 + JMg J \ 0 I 0+=\0 U 0+ ,0 0 D* 0 0 D 0 0 1
1 0 0
U=\ * I 0+ ,1
2*
tS* *tS 1
whenever g=(0, *t, 0)t, D=( 0&1
1
0). Hence the claim follows. K
Remark 2. Given f # Jk (Zn, _S), _S (a, b)=atSb, a, b # Rn, we can
attach the function
{$
f : HS  C, w [ f ({, z)e2?i{$, w=\ z+{
(cf. Remark 1). Then (J.1) and (J.2) are equivalent to
f (M(w) )=(M[w])k f (w)
for all
V V V
M=\0 I V+ # O(S1 ; Z), where I=I (n), D # SL2(Z).0 0 D
Given \ # Rn+2 we write \0, whenever \ belongs to the closure of PS , i.e.
+(\, e1)0, +(\, en+2)0, +(\, \)0.
Given k # Z let Mk (1S) denote the vector space of modular forms of weight
k on HS .
Theorem 2. Let S=S (n) be positive definite and even. Given k # Z each
. # Mk (1S) possesses a Fourier expansion and FourierJacobi expansion of
the form
{$
.(w)= :
\ # Zn+2, S0
&1\0
:. (\)e2?i\
tw= :

m=0
.m ({, z)e2?im{$, w=\ z+ , (7){
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where
m
.m ({, z)= :

l=0
:
2ml*tS&1*
* # Zn
:. (\)e2?i(l{+*
tz), \=\ * + . (8)l
If m1 then
.m # Jk (Zn, _mS), _mS (a, b)=atmSb, a, b # Rn.
Proof. Due to the invariance under translations . possesses an
absolutely convergent Fourier expansion of the form
.(w)= :
\ # Zn+2
:. (\)e2?i\
tw.
Now .(=Ww)==k.(w) for the matrices W in (4) yields the Koecher effect
in the usual classical way (cf. [F], [Kr1], [PS]), i.e. :. (\)=0 unless
S&10 \0, hence (7). Defining .m by (8) yields the FourierJacobi expan-
sion. The invariance under translations as well as (M$) for the matrices (5),
(6) imply that the .m , m1, are Jacobi forms. K
We call . a singular modular form if :. (\)=0 for all \ # PS .
Corollary 4. M0(1S) consists exactly of all constant functions,
Mk (1S)=[0], if k<
n
2
, k{0.
If k>0 and Mk (1S) contains a singular modular form .{0, then n is even
and k=n2. Moreover each modular form in Mn2(1S) is singular.
Proof. Use the FourierJacobi expansion (7) and apply Corollary 1
and 2. Note that .0({, z) only depends on { and turns out to be an elliptic
modular form of weight k. Hence .0 # Mk (1S) implies .0#0 if k{0 and
.0 # M0(1S) turns out to be constant. K
The results on singular modular forms are due to Resnikoff ([R1],
[R2]).
5. The Maa? Space
Now we can attach a Maa? space to Mk (1S) in the usual way.
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Definition. The Maah space Mk*(1S) consists of all . # Mk(1S) with
the Fourier expansion (7) satisfying
1 m
:. (\)= :
d | gcd(\)
d k&1:. \ *d + for all \=\ *+{0. (9)lmd 2 l
Theorem 3. Let S=S (n) be positive definite and even. Given k # N the
mapping
Mk*(1S)  Jk (Zn, _S), . [ .1 ,
is an isomorphism of the vector spaces.
Proof. Let . # Mk*(1S) and denote the normalized Eisenstein series in
Mk (1) by
Ek ({)=1+#k :

l=1
_k&1(l)e2?il{, k>2 even.
Then (9) yields
.0({, z)={
1
#k
:. (e1) } Ek ({) if k>2 even,
0 otherwise.
Due to (7), (8) and (9) therefore . is uniquely determined by .1 . Now let
({, z)= :
l # N0
:
2l*tS&1*
* # Zn
:(l, *)e2?i(l{+*tz) # Jk (Zn, _S).
Then Gritsenko [G] constructs
.(w)=:(0)+ :
0{\=(m, *t, l)t # Zn+2, S0
&1\0 \ :d | gcd(\) d
k&1:(lmd 2, *d)+ e2?i\tw,
where
:(0)={
1
#k
:(0, 0) if k>2 even
0 otherwise.
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It is shown that (M$) holds for the matrices in (6) as well as
1 0 0 0 0 1
M=\0 U 0+ , U=\0 I 0+ .0 0 1 1 0 0
In view of
D* 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 &1
_\ 0 I 0+\0 U 0+& =\ 0 V 0+,0 0 D 0 0 1 &1 0 0
D=\ 0&1
1
0+ ,
now . # Mk*(1S) with .1= follows. K
Remark 3. (a) Let n=1. If S=(2) then
{$
w=\ z+[ Z=\{z z{$+{
yields an isomorphism between Mk (1S) and the space of Siegel modular
forms of degree 2 and weight k as well as between the attached Maa?
spaces. If S=(8) then the mapping
{$
w=\ z +[ Z=\ {2z 2z{$+{
yields the same result for Siegel modular forms on the theta group (cf. [F],
A.2.3).
(b) If n=2, S=2I (2), the analogous map describes the Maa? space
for the Hermitian modular group attached to Q(i) in the sense of Sugano
[Su]. Confer also [Ha].
The existence of non-zero singular modular forms for orthogonal groups
was an open problem in [R1]. We can give a partial positive answer.
Theorem 3 and Corollary 3 yield
Corollary 5 ([Kr2]). If S is an even, unimodular, positive definite
n_n matrix, then one has dim M*n2(1S)=1 and Mn2(1S) contains a non-
zero singular modular form.
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Note that our method of construction is quite different from Resnikoff 's,
since all the other examples in [R1] arise from theta series.
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